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Small farm productivity is key to economic 
growth and wealth creation in Africa

Agriculture represents the largest economic sector in most 
African countries and remains the greatest opportunity for 
economic growth.
70% of rural farmers operate in full or semi subsistence 
mode, employing traditional low productivity farming 
techniques
The system of finance, production, marketing, and 
distribution of produce from small farms is inefficient, 
leeching away income and profits from all participants in the 
transaction chain, but particularly from  the farmer herself.
The key players for vibrant sector are mostly present- large 
scale buyers, processors, research institutions, input 
suppliers, transporters, banks and farmers, but no linkage, 
networking platform.



Context
Weak institutional linkages lead to sub-optimal results for 

each of the primary supply-chain partners 

Lessons Learned

BanksBanks Agro-DealersAgro-Dealers

ProducersProducers

Poor access to Poor access to 
loans that enable loans that enable 
purchase of farm purchase of farm 

inputs which boost inputs which boost 
productivityproductivity

Unable to find Unable to find 
reliable/profitable reliable/profitable 
markets; instead markets; instead 
sell produce ad sell produce ad 

hoc at farm gate or hoc at farm gate or 
local marketlocal market

Must keep small Must keep small 
stock without stock without 

assured market, assured market, 
preventing preventing 

economies of scaleeconomies of scale

Forced to take on Forced to take on 
input credit burden, input credit burden, 
resulting in loss of resulting in loss of 

working capital and working capital and 
high default riskhigh default risk

Cannot easily grow Cannot easily grow 
deposit base in rural deposit base in rural 

areas where majority of areas where majority of 
population is locatedpopulation is located

High transaction High transaction 
costs and risk costs and risk 
involved with involved with 

delivering products delivering products 
to smallholdersto smallholders

BuyersBuyers

Face chronic supply Face chronic supply 
shortfalls that shortfalls that 

increase costs of increase costs of 
production and production and 

make them make them 
regionally regionally 

uncompetitiveuncompetitive

Must incur costly Must incur costly 
field mobilization or field mobilization or 
rely on broker/trader rely on broker/trader 

networks that networks that 
cannot deliver cannot deliver 

predictable predictable 
quantities or quantities or 

qualities of produce qualities of produce 
in a traceable in a traceable 

mannermanner



DrumNet – linking Markets, Finance and Information

• Inspired by the Supply Chain model to build a transaction 
based membership platform for rapid scale and replication

• DrumNet is a bridging mechanism to facilitate interaction 
between buyers, sellers and financiers to add value to their 
business transactions

• DrumNet links commercial banks, smallholder farmers, and 
retail providers of farm inputs through a cashless credit system

• Designed for rapid scale and replication



DrumNet

DrumNet provides an ICT platform through which all financial 
transactions and the communications take place using mobile 
phones and SMS and email.
DrumNet acts as the intermediary between producers and 
buyers to negotiate contracts and, through the TAs, ensures 
that farmers grow in accordance with the requirements of the 
buyers. 
All payments from buyers pass through DrumNet accounts at 
the bank, thus mitigating risk and enabling buyers to focus 
on their core business.
The DrumNet platform links large-scale buyers, farmers, 
transporters, and field agents through an integrated 
marketing and payment system. 



BUYER

Bank

Agro dealer

Farmer Groups

The model creates efficiencies and allows participants to enter markets

Banks shielded from complexity of 
managing large number of farm input 
loans

Repayment risks reduced with connection
to produce payments

Buyers access predictable 
supplies of produce without 
significant field mobilization

Disintermediation of traditional 
brokers, resellers, and traders

Farmer Input Suppliers 
alerted to upcoming Farmer 
demand for products

Full transparency and market 
data for all participants

Farmers grow under structured 
contracts with Buyers

All financial transaction occur on 
cashless basis



Farmer Groups

Powered by

Inputs Outputs
Stockist Stockist Stockist
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Supply    Chain

DrumNet ICT Platform
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DrumNet Products



Supply chain relationships further reduce risk 

Farmers are offered a guaranteed market and a guaranteed price
Cost savings to the buyer allow for a higher price than that offered by 

local  brokers
Cashless transaction between FGs and Agro dealer 

•Planting, Scouting, pre harvest SMS’ track crop status
•Collection Point  produce grading and weighing plus bagging and 
tagging at CP
•Buyer takes title at Collection Point , notifies Buyer confirmed by FG
•Money paid to groups through transfer from Buyer to Bank Lockbox and 
automatic payment of principal and interest, DN fee and farmer transfers.

DrumNet Credit risk mitigating measures



Products and Services

Products/ServicesProducts/Services

MarketsMarkets FinanceFinance InformationInformation

Payment 
Processing

Loan 
Facilitation

Soils

Maps

Bundling

Transaction
Brokering

Transportation
Facilitation

Contracting

Farm Input
Brokering

Product
Aggregation

Logistical 
Planning

Financial 
Planning

InsuranceRatings

Commodity 
Prices

Personalized
Reports

Communication
Tools

News Advertising

Offer a range of products/services applicable across the supply-
chain that help streamline clients’ business processes, so they 
increase productivity and can more easily interact with partners

Weather

Directories

Vision



The vision for DrumNet is a wide-spread, distributed network 
of partners, sharing and improving the DrumNet platform. 
The goal is facilitating financial, marketing, and information
transactions which directly stimulate wealth creation and
economic integration of small farmers in Africa.

DrumNet vision
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